Bipolar Hash
15 May 2016  Hash #1725
Hares: Ogre Under and Wroughten Pussy
Site: Deer Lakes Park
Manic Depressives ....................... 40
New Boots ..................................... 1
Visitors .......................................... 0
Quadrupeds ................................... 5
Shiggy Rating ............................. 9.6
Beer Stops ..................................... 2
Shot Stops...................................... 1
The sun shone a crystalline brilliance and spread shafts of warm light shooting off water droplets that clung to
the newly minted maple leaves. Puffy-white ship-clouds pirouetted playfully as they sailed across the azure
lake of the sky. Amorous songbirds flirted, letting loose an elegant symphony of songs to herald the majesty of
Spring.
:):
A dirty darkness swallowed the sky like a twice starved beast tossing menacing tantrums of sleet and rain.
Torrents of wind blasts with a pain filled loathing while brutally stealing warmth from desperate huddled
bodies, tearing and whipping at loose clothing.
:(:
Rinse and Repeat. 
Perky little hasher people gather, gaily raising toasts in the tender warmth of the sun. Flitting to and fro,
meeting and greeting, bird-like in their revelry.
:):
Grumpy little hasher people draw up their hoods against the barrage of pelting rain, brooding and stewing in
murky thoughts as they trudge back to the safety of their vehicles.
:(:
Rinse and Repeat. 
Gliding through the glistening sylvan trail, winding among the stately oak and demure maple. Down into
valleys of the awakening season, across lush green meadows. Slender ribbons of single track trail undulating
under foot. Through a billowing field of knee-high wheat with Just Jacob's hair caught up in the breeze like
Julie Andrews in the "Sound of Music".
:):
Dodging past blackberry brambles that rent and tear, ducking low through tunnels of growth that shoot out
branch fingers that poke at the eye. Slogging through swamp mud that greedily sucks at shoes in an effort to
keep them prisoner in the ooze.
:(:
Shiggilicious Hash. And, rub-a-dub-dub, really enjoyed the grub!
Posthumously,

DM

Hashers: Scrummy, Spermit, Pinch, Midget, Mommy May I, Noah, Buffalo Nut, Bit-o-Honey, Twisted Sister, Soggy,
Drunk Dynasty, 7Layer Dip, Lips'o'steel, WMD, Accidental Finger, Cock Net, Squirrelio, K9-69, Peeuuu, Smitten,
Folker, Major, Potty Guard, Buns, Assman, Double Stuff, Black Clap, Heart-On, Fantastic, Sherpies, Peedom, Gurgler,
Cock'll Do, Rex, DrugRunner(Just Jacob), DM, Just Daniel, Just Timothy, Just Ivan New Boot: Just Lisa

